Up-regulation of substance P binding sites in the vagus nerve projection area of the cat brainstem after nodosectomy. A quantitative autoradiographic study.
Substance P (SP) regulates visceral functions in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NST) area. High affinity SP binding sites labelled with [3H]SP or [125I]SP show a heterogeneous distribution in the cat medulla with high densities in the rostral and dorso-caudal parts of both the median subnucleus of NST and the dorsal motor nucleus (DMN). We previously observed a significant loss of SP immunoreactivity in the vagal area of the cat after an ipsilateral nodosectomy. It was thus important to study the correlated plasticity of SP binding in the context of the regulation of receptor function. Whichever labelled ligand was used, a unilateral nodose excision was followed by an ipsilateral increase in SP binding in the NST (200%) and the DMN (300%) after 30 days of survival. This increase was region-specific and did not match exactly the decrease in SP immunoreactivity following nodosectomy. This SP receptor density up-regulation could be due to long-term deprivation of SP afferent fibres in the NST and partly in the DMN. In the latter the increase of SP receptors occurred in both the cytoplasm of large neurons and the neuropile and did not affect the glia. The up-regulation phenomenon seems to be specific for SP receptors in the cat (at least in the DMN) and may constitute a reactive mechanism against the injury of axotomy of DMN neurons.